
Understanding Why the Forex Market Moves

The forex market, also known as the foreign exchange market, is a global platform
where currencies are traded. It operates 24 hours a day, 5 days a week, and its dynamics
are influenced by various factors. Let’s break down what makes the forex market tick:

1. Market Sessions

Unlike stock markets with specific trading hours, the forex market cycles through
different sessions. These sessions are based on which markets are open:

● Sydney Session: Kicks off the trading day.
● Tokyo Session: Overlaps with the Sydney session.
● London Session: The busiest due to its overlap with both Asian and American

sessions.
● New York Session: Also active during the London session.

Currencies are most active during their respective regional trading hours. The London
and New York overlap is particularly significant for major currency pairs.

2. Fundamental Analysis

Beneath daily fluctuations, broader factors drive the forex market. Fundamental analysis
plays a crucial role. Here’s how it works:

● Economic Data: Indicators like interest rates, GDP, employment figures, and
consumer spending impact currency strength.

● Political Events: Elections, policy changes, and geopolitical tensions affect
market sentiment.

● Force Majeure: Unpredictable events like natural disasters or pandemics can
disrupt the market.

Remember these fundamental principles:

● Price Moves for a Reason: Fundamental forces drive market movement.
● Predictable Market Reaction: Consistent responses to economic data allow for

predictions.
● Unpredictable Factors Exist: Not everything can be forecasted with 100%

accuracy.

3. Who Trades and Why?



● Speculative Trades: Banks, financial institutions, hedge funds, and individual
investors trade for profit.

● Central Banks: They dramatically influence forex markets through monetary
policy, exchange regime decisions, and occasional currency intervention.

● Corporations: Global businesses engage in currency trading for international
transactions.

4. Keeping Perspective

● Short-Term vs. Long-Term: Balance short-term shocks with long-term trends.
● Stay Informed: Monitor economic calendars and stay updated on fundamental

events.

Remember, the forex market is dynamic, influenced by a complex interplay of economic,
political, and unforeseen factors. Happy trading!


